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strates the evaluation rnethodology is proposed to aid in the
decision-rnaking process of whether to use aggregate or alternate
surface to build å road.

The USDA Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management
(BLM), and other agencies or industries traditionally place
crushed rock, pit run, or select borrow material on intermittent-
use or temporary-service roads when a surface is warranted to
haul timber or for other resource activities. When the timber
haul, mining, or other activities are completed, the surfacing
and the capital investment that these activities represent lie idle
for periods of up to 20 years. A description is provided of the
evaluation of selected alternate surfacing systems that can
reduce the totâl investment in intermittent-use and temporary-
service roads. For more information on this topic, refer to ..An

Overview of Alternate Surfacings for Forest Roads," by M. B.
Takallou et al., which can be found elsewhere in this publication.
The alternatives considered include surfacing systems that are
capable of being moved as the hauling, mining, or other
activities move; degrade soon after use; significantly reduce the
amount ol surfacing required; or make better use of available
resources to reduce construction costs.

The overall purpose ofthis study is to provide the background
to evaluate alternate surfacing systems and compare their cost-
effectiveness with that ofquality aggregate-surfaced roads. The
methodology used to analyze and evaluate the effectiveness and
economic viability of potential surfacing systems is described.

Evaluation of Alternate Surfacings for Forest

M. B. TarcRr-l-ou, R. D. LevroN, ANDR. G. Hlcrs

A procedure is presented to evaluate potential alternate sur-
facings for forest roads and to cornpare their cost-effectiveness
with crushed aggregate road surfacings. The alternate surfacing
types considered include (a) biodegradable rnaterials (wood and
bark chips), (b) chernical stabilization, (c) geotextiles, (d)
rnarginal aggregates, (e) sand-sealed subgrade, (f) rnetal rnats,
(g) reusable aggregåtes, (h) rnernbrane-encapsulated soil layer,
and (i) geoweb stabilization. The use ofthe alternate surfacings
presents an attractive alternative when cornpared to the use of
crushed aggregates frorn the standpoint ofa savings in aggregate,
utilization of the waste rnaterials, and rnost irnportant, cost-
effectiveness, A two-step evaluation procedure was developed
and recornrnended to evaluate the alternate surfacing types. The
prelirninary evaluation step is to screen various alternative
rnaterials based on their characteristics, lirnitations, and avail-
ability, Those rnaterials that have the strongest potential to be
effective are identified, The next step is to evaluate the cost-
effectiveness of these alternate surfacings to deterrnine which
rnaterials have the least total present worth of life-cycle costs.
This rnethodology is applied to two exarnples of low-voturne
logging roads, The sensitivity of the decision of which rnaterial
is rnost suitable is dernonstrated by ilnportant variables and
costs. Finally, a user-friendly cornputer prograrn that delnon-
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This methodology is then applied to twb examples of low-
volume logging roads. The sensitivity of the decision of which
material is most suitable is demonstrated by important variables

and costs.

Finally, a user-friendly computer program (ALTSURF) that
demonstrates the evaluation methodology is proposed to aid in
the decision-making process of whether to build a road with
alternate or aggregate surfaces.

BACKGROUND

Potential Surfacing Types

Surfacing systems that can potentially serve as alternates to
typical quality aggregate surfacing types for logging and forest

service roads include (a) biodegradable materials (wood or bark
chips), (b) chemical stabilization, (c) geotextile or geogrid

TABLE I GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF POTENTIAL SURFACING TYPES

ll

separation, (d) marginal aggregate, (e) sand-sealed subgrade or
chip seal on native subgrade, (f) metal mats, (g) reusable
aggregate without geotextile separation, (h) reusable aggregate

with geotextile separation, (i) membrane-encapsulated soil
layer (MESL), and (i) geoweb stabilization (expandable grids).

Each of these surfacing types is described in Table l.

Criteria for Alternate Surfacing Applications

Alternate surfaces are generally considered suitable for use on
local or spur roads that are used on a temporary or intermittent
basis. Alternate surfacings can be employed on roads that
primarily serve logging traffic of 50 to 100 vehicles per day
(vpd), and require a life of I to 5 years for the surfacing. Projects
that are relatively close to other projects can facilitate reuse of
the surface materials. Roads on subgrades of a low strength can

use alternate materials if they provide an increase in strength.

Potential
Surfacing Type General Description

Biodegradable materials

Chemical stabilization

Geotextile and geogrid

Marginal aggregates

Sand-sealed subgrades

Metal mats

Reusable aggregate with-
out geotextile separation

Reusable aggregate with
geotextile separation

Membrane-encapsulated
soil layer (MESL)

Geoweb stabilization
(expandable grids)

Bark chips, wood chips, and sawdust have been used to stabilize roads built in slide-prone
areas. Bark and wood chips are an inexpensive method ofconstructing temporary logging
roads (/).

Lime, Portland cement, emulsified asphalts, fly ash, sodium, calcium or magnesium
chloride, and lignin sulfonate can be used to alter the following soil properties: strength,
compressibility, permeability, volume stability, plasticity, and durability (1, 2).

Geotextiles are mainly used in roads to separate the surface or base from poor subgrade.
Geogrids, which are high-strength polymer structures, stâbilize weak soils (3).

Marginal aggregates are those that do not meet standard specifications for road use and
may require some type of additive or special treatment. The types of marginal aggregates
include cinder, pumice, rhyolite, coquina, decomposed sandstone, marginal sand, pit-run
gravel, sand-clay shale, baked shaÌe, chert, and marine basalts (/). Marginal aggregates
can be used for logging roads that require a life of approximately I to 3 years.

One application of emulsified asphalt on natural subgrade followed with a sand topping,
which waterproofs a subgrade soil. Sand-sealed subgrades are most effective in areas that
have good subgrade and high-cost rock, but that have a plentiful source of low-cost sand
(1, 4).

Metal mats are surface panels prefabricated from materials such as aluminum and steel.

The mats come in various panel sizes and can be connected together to form a continuous
road surfacing (5).

The recovery and reuse of high-quality aggregate on several projects may lower the

construction cost. The reuse of the high-quality aggregate can be most effective for the

projects that have high rock cost, short duration of logging, short hauling distances

between projects, and projects about equal in size. About 70 to 75 percent ofthe aggregate
can be recovered each time for future use (1, 4).

Similar to the former description, except that a light geotextile is used to separate

subgrade and surface materials to prevent the loss of aggregate into the subgrade. About
90 to 95 percent of the aggregate can be recovered each time for future use. (/, 4)'

The MESL concept maintains the moisture content of the subgrade soils at a desired level

by encapsulating the soil in a waterproof membrane to prevent water infiltration. The
M ESL should generally be used with fine-grained soils that are susceptible to strength loss

if wetted (ó).

Geoweb opens like an egg crate divider into an 8-ft by 20-ft panel. The expanded panels

are set in place, and the cells are filled with sand. The sand is compacted and the surface is

sprayed with a liquid asphalt (7).
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Regions in which aggregate is costly or not readily available
because of rugged mountains or long haul distances can benefit
from the use of alternate surfacing systems.

EVALUATION MBTHODOLOGY FOR ALTERNÄTE
SURFACINGS

A methodology is described in this section to evaluate the
effectiveness and economic viability of potential surfacing
systems and compare them with conventional crushed-aggregate
roads. The evaluation methodology is structured as a two_step
process. A preliminary evaluation step is taken to screen the
various alternative materials based on their characteristics,
limitations, and availability to determine if they can be used. An
economic evaluation step is then taken to perform an in-depth
economic evaluation of the total costs of each potential
alternative identified in the preliminary evaluation step.

Prelirninary Evaluation Step

The potential use of a particular surfacing system depends on a
variety of environmental, subgrade, and loading conditions
that could limit or preclude its use. This step in the evaluation
process is taken to screen the various materials to determine if
they meet the objectives and needs of the road projects.

This step in the evaluation process is depicted in Figure I and
is described as follows:

. Dertne Project Objectives. The objectives to be achieved
by the surfacing must be defined at the start. Some example
objectives are (a) a surfaced road to serve logging only, (b) an
all-weather surface, (c) temporary or intermittent use of the
road for a I- to 5-yr period, (d) economic alternative to a
permanent road, and (e) low initial cost construction.

o Determíne Available Materials. Any materials that are
available for use on the projects, such as slash for a wood-chip
surfacing, must be identified.

o Gather Data. Data must be collected and assembled
concerning the project and possible materials, including the
volumes and loading conditions, subgrade type and strength,
season of use and expected climatic conditions, materials costs,
and other pertinent information.

e Screen Possible Alternate Surfacings. As shown in
Figure l, those materials that have a strong potential of being
used can be identified through a comparison of the materials,
properties, characteristics, limitations, unique requirements,
and potential applications with the project's objectives, needs,
and characteristics. This screening process is used to identify
which alternate surfacings have the strongest potential ofbeing
effective but does not account for their relative economic
efficiency. The following are major factors that must be
considered to identify potential surfacing alternates in the
preliminary evaluation step.

Material Properties and Characterislics. Many ma_
terial properties are needed to evaluate the adequacy,
economy, and suitability of alternate surfacings. Some
of these include the materials'size, weight, surface
thickness, cost, performance, and availability. The
material properties and characteristics may give
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Econo:lc;v:Tuation
FIGUR[, I Prelirninary evaluation step.

adequate information in many situations to determine
whether an alternate surfacing material can be used or
not.
Limitations and Constrainls. Certain constraints on
some alternate surfacings considered may limit their
use. For example, some of the materials may not be
applicable because of the nature of the subgrade,
season and climate, geometrics of the roadway, useful
life, project length, and cost. Some limitations that
have the greatest influence on the selection of the
alternate surfaces are summarized in Table 2.
Special Requirementsfor Equípment and Labor. The
equipment and labor required to construct the surface
must be available. Specific construction and mainte-
nance requirements for each alternate surfacing are
listed in Table 3. Special equipment, technology, or
expertise may be difficult to provide continuously on
a long-term basis if not used frequently.
Availabilíty. The materials must be available in the
area of use for them to be economical. The final
measure of a material's availability is the cost of the
material, including its purchase price and the cost to
ship it to the job site.
Budget Constraints. Although the source and amount
offinancing for a road surface material do not affect

Deternfne Avallable
llaterla ls

GaÈher Date: Traffic
Subgrade
Season of Use
Mâterlâ1 Cost

creen Alternatives Based on:
* Propertles & Characteristlcs -* Linltatlons and Constraints - Table 2* Unlque Requ{rements - Table 3* Potentlâl Appllcatlons - Table 4

Identlfy Porential
Alternate gurfactngs

DesLgn Surfacings for
SpecLflc Condlrlons:

* Quallty Ag¡¡regate Surface
(for Conparlson)

* Alternate Surfaclng
Use Accepted Method
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TABLE 2 LIMITATIONS OF THE ÄLTERNATE SURFACING SYSTEMS

Potentlal Surfacing
Types

Subgrade So11
TyPe

Geonetrlcs of
the Roadway Expected Llfe

Wood and Bark Chlp

Chenlcal
Stabi llzat 1on

Geotextlle and
Geogrid Separatfon

Marglnal Aggregate

Sand Seal Subgrade

Metal l'lats

Reusable Aggregate
r¡lthout Geotextlle

Reusable Aggregate
wlth Ceotextlle
Separat ion

Menbrane Encapsulated
So11 Layer (MESL)

Geoweb Stabillzation
(Expandable Grids)

Llgnfn Sulfonate

None

Depends on
chemlcal

Effective on
lteåk subgrade

lione

Not on weak
subgrade s

Nol recomended
on very
weak soils
(cBR 3)

Reconurended for
flrner subgrade

None

Works best on
organic c1ay,
wet and flne-
grained soils

Works best on
weaker sand
solls

Clayey sand (SC)
to sandy gravel

Not recomended
on steep grades

None

None

None

Not recomended
on steep grades
or sharp curves

Not recomended
on steep grades
or sharp curves

None

None

Not recomended
on steep grades

Not recom[end€d
on steep grades

None

I to 3 years

3 to 5 years

Sames as qualÍty
aggrega te

2 to 3 years

3 years

5000 passes
or 25 MMBI'

Sane as quallty
aggre gate

Sane as quality
aggregâte

Unknorrn

Unknom

3 to 5 years

the comparative economic analysis of alternatives,
they could become considerations in the decision-
making process if a budget constraint existed. The
preferred alternative may appear to be attractive on a
life-cycle basis, but the initial purchase and construc-
tion cost may be too high for the budget. A detailed
economic evaluation is made in the next step.
Promising Applications. A summary is provided in
Table 4 of the potential applications of the alternate
surfacing system, the degree ofquality control needed
to ensure success, and applicable situations for which
the surfacing type should be employed. The degree of
quality control depends on the allowable variations in
compaction thickness and placement practices, for
example.

o The Design of Surfocings for Specific Conditions. Each
of the potential alternative surfacings must be designed to meet
the loading requirements, subgrade conditions, and environ-
mental conditions using accepted design approaches.

Econornic Evaluation Step

Those alternatives that meet the physical and financial require-
ments are evaluated in the economic evaluation step of the
process. The economic evaluation of alternate surfacings is

based on the least total life-cycle cost. The analysis period is
defined as the life ofthe set ofplanned projects instead ofthe life
ofthe surfacing. The total costs include the costs ofconstruction,
maintenance and repair, recovery and replacement, and storage.
These costs are converted to a comparable economic basis by
reducing all costs to their present worth. The elements of this
step are depicted in Figure 2.

. Estimate Project's Cosls. The construction, maintenance,
recovery, storage, and the salvage values for each of the projects
in the set are estimated. The set ofprojects includes all projects
in which material use or reuse is planned.

o Convert Costs to Present Worrh ol Costs. The expected
costs and salvage value for all projects in the set ofprojects are
converted to their present worth by the appropriate engineering
ecqnomic factor for the period, r?, and the accepted discount
rate, i.

o Compute Present Worth of Costs for Anolysis Period.
The sum of the present worth ofall costs incurred on the project
over their analysis period is computed.

o Compare Present lltorth of Varíous Alternatives. The
present worth ofthe various surfacing alternatives identified by
the preliminary evaluation are compared with the costs for a

normal, aggregate-surfaced road, and with each other.
o Select Surfacing With Least Present Worth.Thes,trîacing

alternative, or normal aggregate surfacing, with the least
present worth is selected as the most economical.



TABLE 3 UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS OF THE ALTERNATE SURFACING SYSTEMS

ConstructLon, Recovery,
Potentlâl Surfaclng Types and Hâlntenance Technology Speclal Equlpnent Special Expertl8e

Wood and Bark Chlps The same as aggre8ate roads Chlpper None requJ.red

Chemlcal Stabll-izatlon Requlres speclal Dixlng, Pulva-nlxer or Special expertise needed to
equlpnent twln disk harrow, spread and nlx addltives

dl.stributor tarìker

Geotextlle or Geogrld Speclal constructlon None requfred None requlred
Separatlon nethods necessåry

¡farglnal Aggregate None requlred None requlred None requlred

Sand- or Chlp-Sealed None required None reqr¡lred None requlred
Subgrade

Metal nats None, mats easlly placed Fork llft or truck- None required
toBether in fleld mounted crane,

pressure washer,
moblle welder

Reusable Aggregate wlth- None reqrrlred None requlred None requfred
out Geotextlle Separatlon

Reusable Aggregâte with Requlres speclal technology Sewing machlne and Tralned laborers need to
Geotextile Separatlon for the recovery of the speclal recovery sew the fabrlc around

materlals systeD recoverv bean

Geoweb Stabllfzatlon Speclal knowledge needed None requlred Tralned laborers needed
(Expandable Grids) for srrbgrade preparatlon, for parts of constructlon

geoweb placement, f111lng,
and coDpacting the surface

Membrane Encapsulated Speclal knowledge needed for None requlred None requlred
Soll l,ayer laylng the fabrlc, applylng
(MESL) emrlslon, ând conpactlon

TABLE 4 POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF THE ALTERNATE SURFACING SYSTEMS

Potentlal
Surfaclng Types

Potentlâl De¡¡ree of
for Future Quallty

Use* Control** Àpplicable Sltuatlon

l. Wood and Bark Chips lllgh Low r\ny subgrade wlth wood and bark chlps avallable

2. Chenlcal Stabillzatlon Hlgh High Depends on the chenicals, clayey solls hest

3. Ceotextile or Geogrid High Medlun Wet and flne-gralned subgrades
Separation Lleak subgrades

1., Harglnal r\gÊregate Htgh l,ov Any subgrade

5. Santl- or Chlp-Sealed Low Medlun Hay not work on weak subgrade (CBR < 15)
Suhgrade

6. Hetal Mâts Low (Alum.) Hlgh Economical only on short sectlons
Med. (Sree1)

1. Reusable Aggregate Medlrrn Medium Firmer subgrade to control ruttlng and lntrusion
wlthout Geotextlle of fines lnto the aggregate
Separat ion

8. Reusable Aggregate Medlun Mediun Soft subgrade of 1ov strength nay experlence
vith Geotextile strength lncrease
Separation

g. Membrane Encâpsulated Low Hlgh Economlcal only on short crltlcal sections
Soil l-ayer (MESL)

t0. ceoweb Stabllrzatlon Low Hlgh Unlforn sands and crltlcal sectlons

ll. Llgnln Sulfonate tligh Low Dry cllEates, requlres a surface seal
Soll stabllization

+ High -applicable for up to 80% of USFS local mileage ** High -good technical supervision
Medium -applicable for up to 5070 of USFS local mileage Medium -moderate supervision
Low . -applicable for less than l07o Low Jittle supervision
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FIGURE 2 Econornic evaluation step.

Estirnate Costs for Each Alternate Surfacing

For each alternative, the following costs must be estimated:

o Initial Construction Cos¡s. The analyst should be aware
that the term "construction cost" refers only to the cost of
material, equipment, labor, and overhead used for placement of
the surface, including any extra-fine grading required by the
material. The normal subgrade preparation costs, which include
right-of-way, excavating, clearing and grubbing, grading, and
compaction costs, are not included in the construction cost.
Typical construction costs for alternate surfacings are given in
Table 5.

c Maintenance Costs. Maintenance costs include major
and routine maintenance costs.

Major maintenance cost includes the costs of re-
graveling or reconstruction that brings the surface
back to its original constructed condition.
Routine maintenance costs include the cost to correct
surface distress as it occurs, instead of at specified
periods of time after construction. This includes filling
the potholes, replacing the broken pieces of metal
mats, patching, and so forth.

o Recovery Costs. At the end of a period of use, some
materials can be recovered for later use or use on another road.

o Vehicle Operating Cosls. The differences in the vehicle
operating costs, which include fuel, engine oil, tires, and
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depreciation, are very slight for alternate surfaces. Therefore,
they are not considered in the economic evaluation of alternate
surfacings.

The ALTSURF computer program, which is described in
more detail later, can be used to estimate the total construction,
maintenance, and recovery costs of the alternate surfacings.

Important Values for Economic Analysis

In order to convert costs to their present worth, several key
items of information need to be determined, including the
interest rate, analysis period, and salvage values.

. Interest Rate.Theinterest rateshould reflectthe realcost
of capital, which is the current acceptable rate of return minus
the inflation rate.

c Analysis Period. The analysis period is taken as the life of
a set of projects for which the loading conditions and scheduling
are known. This then determines the useful life of the set of
projects.

. Salvage Value.The salvage value is the economic residual
value ofthe surface material at the end ofthe analysis period for
the project (9). The salvage value of the nonrecoverable
materials is assumed to be zero. The salvage value of the
recoverable materials for sale or use on another project can be

estimated based on its anticipated remaining life. The following
equation can be used to estimate the salvage value (9).

LA
SZ = (l ----) C

LE

where

(t)

SV=
LA=

LE =

salvage value of the surfacing alternative in dollars;
cumulative life of all projects in the project set, in
yeârs or repetitions of l8-kip single-axle loads;
expected life of the surfacing alternative, in years or
repetitions of l8-kip single-axle loads; and

C = initial cost ofthe materials for the surfacing alternative
in dollars.

Cornpute Present Worth of Costs for Each Alternative

The present worth of costs for each surfacing alternative should
be calculated using the interest rate selected and an analysis life
equal to the service life of the set of projects. Salvage values
should be calculated based on Equation I.

Equations 2 and 3 are the basic equations for computing the

total present worth of the life-cycle costs. These equations do
not include the vehicle operating costs.

Nonrecoverable

PW=C+Mt( I )'l*----
l+¿

+ Mr ( -L¡"k Q)
l+j

for Analysls Perlod:
* Aeigregate-Surfaced Road
* Potential Surfacfng Alternatlve

Select SurfacLng with Least Present
liorth for Analysis Perlod
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TABLE 5 TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS FOR ALTERNATE SURFACINGS

$/Ml1e/Lanea çlftz
Surfaclng
Material Averaqe Ranse AveraRe Ranqe

Crushed
.ggr"g"t""
Comparlson base)

Wood -and Bark
Chipd

Chemlcal
S t abll lzat ion

Geot extl 1e
and Geogrid
Separat fon

MareÍna1
Aggiegat ec

Sand Seal

Geor¡eb
Stabll lzed

Reuse /Recvcled
agg."i"t"r",

a. Construct
b. Recovere

Metal Mats:,
a. Steel'
b, Aluminum

Mernbrane
Encapsu lated
So11 Layer (MESL)

38 , ooo

. 22,750

25 ,500

12 ,7 50
plus aggregate
surface cost

3r ,750

15,000

1 58 ,000

45 ,000
9 ,00c

110,500
565,000

48,000

13,000 - 70,000b

lo,5oo - 35,ooob

19,000 - 32,000

6,500 - 14,000
plus aggregate
surface cost

6,500 - 57,ooob

10,000 - 20,000b

r26,000 - 190,000

20,000 - 70,000f
6,000 - I2,000D

95,000 - 126,000
500,000 - 630,000

32,000 - 64,000b

0.20-1.00

0.17-,55

0. 30-0.50

0.10-0.30

0.10-0.90

0.16-0.32

2.0-3.0

0.30-1,10
0.10-0.20

r.5-2.0
8.0-i0.0

0.50-1.0

0. 60

0. 36

0.40

0.20

0.50

o,24

2.5

,1
.I5

t.75
9.0

0,75

Assumprions: fassumes lane width of 12 feet
Dvariation is due to the transportation costs of the materials
cassumes l2-inch surface thickness
durrurn", l8-inch surface thickness
lassumes 70Vo of the aggregates can be recovered
Inot in production. Estimate is based on the material cost from surplus

Recoverable

Pl'Y =C+ Mt ( I )'l*----*M*
I +¡

= present worth or present value of total life-cycle
cost;

= initial construction cost;

= cost of the kth repair or routine maintenance;

= recovery and rehabilitation cost;

= salvage value;

= interest rate;

= number of years from present to the kth mainte-
nance, rehabilitation, recovery activity;

nr = number ofyears from the present to the recovery
date; and

I

-n( I + t) = (Pl F, i, n) = ¡¡ç single payment present factor.

EXAMPLES OF EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Two example road projects are evaluated to demonstrate the
evaluation methodology. All relevant life-cycle costs are included
in the determination of the total costs. The potential surfacings
are all designed to provide an equivalent level of service for the
timber transport accommodated.

Exarnple One

A l-mi-long, l4-ft-wide local road is to be constructed for the
removal of 5.0 million board feet of timber. The road character-
istics, requirements, and design data are summarized in Table 6.

Preliminary Evaluation

Employing the screening process described earlier (Figure l),
the alternate surfacings that have a strong potential of being
effective are selected as follows:

o ldent{! Project Objectives: Construction of temporary
local road for logging access and one season of use.

( --L- ¡"k
l+i

*R( I )n'-So
l+i

(t f,
I+i

(3)

where

PW

C
Mk
,R

SA

i
nk



Length of the road (ft)
Width of road (ft)
Timber volume (MMBF)
Project life (months)
Maximum grade (/s)
Side slopes
Soil type
CBR at 95 percent of AASHTO T-180
Design aggregate thicknessa
Design wood-and bark chipb

TAKALLOU E:T AL.

TABLtr 6 DESIGN D,A,TA FOR EXAMPLE ONE
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estimates are made for the construction and maintenance of
each material. This includes the costs of the material, placement,
and haul.

The total present worth of life-cycle costs for all surfacings
are then calculated. The results of these calculations are shown
in Figure 3. The first material evaluated is a conventional
crushed-aggregate surface, which gives the base of comparison
to usual construction practices. As seen from these results, all
alternate surfaces would result in total life-cycle costs lower
than a crushed-aggregate surface for this project. The most
economical alternative is a chemically stabilized surface.

Exarnple Two

This project has the following characteristics and requirements.
Three local road projects are to be constructed for the removal
of timber. The roads are l4 ft wide but differ in length, subgrade
strength, timber volume to be removed, and the date of
construction. The materials from Project I can be used for
Project 2 and then for Project 3. Quality crushed aggregate
must be hauled 30 mi; marginal aggregate and wood and bark
chips must be hauled l0 mi. The road characteristics, require-
ments, and design data are summarized in Table 8.

Prelimínar y Evaluation

The alternate surfacings that have the strongest potential of
being effective are selected by employing the screening process

documented in Table 9. As a result of this initial screening,
wood and bark chips, chemical stabilization, marginal ag-

5,280
t4
5.0
ó.0
l2
2:l
Silty-sand (SMd)
8

8in
12 in

âUsing USFS Chapter 50, simplified design char. for aggregãte surfaced
road (10), pp. 50-71.

bOne inch ol" aggregate = 1.5 inches of wood and bark chips.

o Identift Available
surfacings are available.

Alternate Surfocing: All alternate

¡ Gather Data: Project data are summarized in Table 6.
. Screen Alternatives: The surfacing alternatives are

screened based on their properties, limitations, and unique
requirements relative to the plojecl characteristics and require-
ments. This screening process is documented in Table 7. As a

result of this initial screening, wood chips, chemical stabilization,
and marginal aggregates are the alternatives that have a strong
potential to be effective.

Economic Evaluation

The three potential alternate surfaces, and a crushed aggregate
surface, are next evaluated economically. First, detailed cost

TABLE 7 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION FOR EX,A,MPLE ONE

Potential
Surfacing
System

Avail-
ability

Project
Length

Material
Cost

Subgrade
Type and
Strength

Selected
Alternative for
Economic Evaluation

Wood and bark chip
Chemical

stabilization
Geotextile and

geogrid separation

Marginal aggregate
Sand seal
Metal mats
Reusable aggregate

without geotextile
separation

Reusable aggregatec
with geotextile
separation

Membrane-
encapsulated
soil layer (MESL)

Geoweb stabilization
(expandable grids)

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
Too longb
X

X

X

X

X
X

Too
expensivee

Too
expensivef

X
X

Subgrade strengtha
does not require
geotextile

X
Subgrade too weakd

Subgrade too weakd

XX
X
X
X

X

Note: X = acceptedalternatives.
aDeleted based on Tables 2 and 4.
bD"l"t.d based on Table 2.
cDeleted because the âlternative project for using the recoverable materials is not defineddD"l"t"d based on Table 4.

!D"l.t"d based on Tables 2 and 4.
IDeleted based on Tables 2 and 4.
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TABLE 8 DESIGN DATA FOR EXAMPLE TWO

Items Project I Project 2 Project 3

Length of road (ft)
Width of road (ft)
Timber volume (MMBF)
Subgrade type

CBR at 95 percent of AASHTO T-180
Wood and bark chip layer

thickness equivalent factor
compared to rock

Depth of stabilized layer (in)
Percent of stabilized

agent (/¡)
Compacted unit weight

of soil (pcf)
Project life (month)
Aggregate design

thickness (in)a
Wood and bark chip design

thickness (in)

5,280
l4

5

Silty sand
(sMd)

I
1.5

6

5

lt0

6

7.2 say I

t2

ó,000
t4

8
Silty sand
(sMd)

7

1.5

6

5

ll0

4,000
t4
l0

Silty sand
(sMd)

6

1.5

6

5

ll0

66
8.6 say 9 9.8 say l0

13.5 t5

aUsing USFS, Chapter 50, simplified design chart for aggregate surface road (10).

gregates, and reusable aggregates with geotextile as a separation
layer are the alternatives that have the strongest potential of
being effective.

Et'onomic Evaluation

The four potential surfaces, and a crushed-aggregate surface,
are then evaluated economically. First, detailed cost estimates

are made for the construction, maintenance, and recovery of
each type of material. These include the costs of materials,
placement, recovery, and haul.

The total present worth of life-cycle costs for all surfacings is
then calculated. The results of these calculations are shown in
Figure 4. As shown in this figure, all alternate surfaces would
result in lower total life-cycle costs than a crushed-aggregate
surface. The most economical alternative is a cement-stabilized
surface.

Life-cycle cost of alternate surfacings (Exarnple Two).



TABLE 9 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION FOR EXAMPLE TWO

Potential
Surfacing
System

Avail-
ability

Project
Length

Material
Cost

Subgrade
Type and
Strength

Selected
Alternative for
Economic Evaluation

Wood and bark chip
Chemical

stabilization
Geotextile and

geogrid separation

Marginal aggregate
Sand seal
Metal mats
Reusable aggregate

without geotextile
separation

Reusable aggregate
with geotextile
separation

Membrane-
encapsulated
soil layer (MESL)

Geoweb stabilization
(expandable grids)

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
x

X
x

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
Too longb
X

X

X

X

X Subgrade strengtha
does not require
geotextile

XX
X Subgrade too weakd

X Subgrade too weakc

Too
expensived

Too
expensivee

Note: X = acceptedalternatives.
aDeleted based on Tables 2 and 4.
bD.l.t.d based on Table 2.
cDeleted based on Tables 2 and 4.
dDeleted based on Table 4.
eDeleted based on Tables 2 and 4.
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The results of the comparative evaluation for these examples
indicate that alternate surfacings can be more economical than
crushed-aggregate surfacings in most ofthe situations analvzed.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Economic studies of alternate surfacing materials are based on
forecasts ofthe cost ofsuch items as construction, maintenance,
recovery, and salvage values. Most of these costs are estimated
based on judgment and construction of a few demonstration
projects. Therefore, the ¡esults of the analysis show a high
degree of uncertainty for various elements of costs or per_
formance.

A sensitivity analysis determines the impact of changes in
input variables and provides the decision-maker with informa_
tion on how the measures of effectiveness, and consequently,
the ultimate decision, can vary with these changes. Additional
analyses are made using different values of the factors over a
range of conditions including the expected value.

Alternate surfacing types for temporary and intermittent_use
roads are not expected to be sensitive to eitherthe length ofthe
analysis period or the discount rate because the life of the
project or analysis period is very short (l to 3 yrs) and the
expected future maintenance costs are low. However, material
costs and haul costs can be very uncertain. These factors are
tested for sensitivity,

Crushed-Aggregate Surfacing

The results ofthe sensitivity analysis ofthe crushed aggregate in
regard to haul distance and material cost based on Example
One are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The total life-cycle costs for a
crushed-aggregate surfacing under various conditions are cal_
culated. The total life-cycle cost is extremely sensitive to the
haul distance of the construction materials. As shown in
Figure 5, when the haul distance for aggregate was changed
from l0 mi to 60 mi, the total life-cycle cost increased from
529,220 to $74,188. The crushed-aggregate surfacing is also
highly sensitive to material costs in Example One. When the

90000

80000

6000¡

50000
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material cost was changed from 55/yd3 to $20/yd3 the total
life-cycle cost increased from$47,201 to $92,175, as shown in
Figure ó.

This sensitivity analysis demonstrates that many other
alternate surfacings could become more attractive than crushed
aggregate if haul distances or material costs are high.

Soil-Stabilized Materials

The results of the sensitivity analysis of the soil-stabilized
surface based on Example One in regard to material cost and
percent of stabilizing agent are shown in Figures 7 and g. The
stabilized surfaces are sensitive to the cost of the stabilizing
agent. As shown in Figure 7, when the material cost was
changed from $50/ton to $160/ton, the total life-cycle cost
increased from522,014 to $36,389. The stabilized surfaces are
also sensitive to the percentage of stabilizing agent used. As
shown in Figure 8, when the percentage of stabilizing agent was
changed from 2 to l0 percent, the total life-cycle cost increased
lrom $19,074 to $37,369.

It can again be seen from this sensitivity analysis that other
alternate surfacing types may be more attractive than stabilized
surfaces. Ifthe amount ofstabilizingagent required and the cost
of the stabilizing agent, or both, vary significantly, other
surfaces may be more economical.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM

A user-friendly computer program, ALTSURF, was developed
to perform the estimates of construction, maintenance, and
recovery costs, and the economic analysis (11). The program
analyzes and evaluates the total project life-cycle costs for
alternate materials using the least total present worth of costs to
determine the best alternative.

The ALTSURF program was written in FORTRAN. It was
developed on a Cyber 170,Mod,e|720 mainframe computerand
adapted for the Data General and the IBM pC computers. It is
structured to run sequentially through the following five
interactive menus:
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. Menu I: general project information and description.

. Menu II: alternate surfacing system selection and input of
evaluation parameters.

o Menu III: for each alternate surfacing system, default
values are specified for data on construction and maintenance
costs and productivity variables.

. Menu IV: the results of the analysis of total costs for the
project are output for each alternate surface selected.

¡ Menu V: a comparative evaluation of the present worth of
each alternate surfacing system.

The menus prompt the user to provide the necessary input to
perform the evaluation. These menus provide the inputs to the
program, and show the results of the analysis and evaluation.
The user only needs to be able to load the program to be able to
use it. The program guides the user through all steps.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The evaluation of the alternate surfacings must account for the
material properties, costs, limitations, and unique requirements
of the various materials. Because many of the factors and
variables that affect the selection of these materials are not
quantifiable or cannot be valued economically, the evaluation
structure was divided into two steps.

The preliminary evaluation step considers the rnut.riulr'
properties, limitations, unique requirements, and prior ex_
perience relative to the objectives, characteristics, and needs of
the planned project.

Those alternate surfacings that show a strong potential for
being effective are subjected to an in-depth economic evaluation
to determine the material with the least total present worth of
life-cycle costs.

The total present worth of the life-cycle costs is selected to
compare alternate surfacings. The benefit-cost ratio cannot be
used because the benefits of the alternate surfacings, such as
reduced operating costs, reduced maintenance costs, increased
speeds, reduced travel time, increased safety, added comfort
and convenience, energy savings, and environmental benefits of
reduced air and water pollution, are not readily quantifiable.
These factors are not expected to vary greatly from one
surfacing to another.

The examples demonstrate the methodology and also show
that typical low-volume forest roads can be more economically
surfaced by using other materials than quality crushed aggregate.
The high costs of quality aggregate and hauling can make
locally available materials economically attractive. The sensi_
tivity analysis demonstrates how much the decision can be
affected by a few important variables and costs.

The ALTSURF computer program was developed to help
decision makers perform the economic evaluation step. The use
of ALTSURF with the preliminary evaluation step is a
straightforward, valid procedure to evaluate the overall ef-
fectiveness and economic viability of alternate surfacings.
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